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Statement of the problem . The problem of this study is
to determine the status of statistical typewriting in selected
businesses and industries of the Boston area.
I. ELABORATION OF THE PROBLEM
Importance of statistical typewriting . For effective
interpretation, direction and execution of its intricate
activities, business relies on data compiled in tables and
technical reports. The typewriting of this statistical mate-
rial is a highly specialized task requiring the astute applica-
tion of typewriting skill. From all indications, there is a
growing demand for statistical typewriting skill. As Huffman^
points out, ”... the use of statistics is on the increase in
modern life.” This demand as it is found in business is
further defined by Wanous^ who states:
In business, increasing importance is attached
to the typing of numbers and to tabulating. A great
many reports are prepared by the various departments
of an enterprise. In the main, these reports are of
a statistical nature. They show in table form the
number of units produced by departments, by workers,
and by days. They show amounts spent for salaries.
^Huffman, Harry. ’’Procedures and Techniques for Developing!




p. 25, November, 1947.
^anous, S. J. Statistical Typing
,
South-Western Publishinj
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2amounts of salaries withheld for various reasons,
number of man-hours worked, number of man-hours
lost, number of changes in personnel, and reasons
for changes. They treat statistically every
activity of each department and every activity of
the enterprise as a whole.
The general concensus of opinion among business educators
is that this phase of typewriting is taught ineffectively in
the high school typewriting course and is not given the
emphasis to which it is entitled. Bargen^ presents this point
of view in the statement:
A much larger percentage of typing work
consists of tabulation than is usually admitted
by teachers of typing who have never had actual
office experience.
Training programs for typists during World War II .
Reports on the training programs for typists during World
War II substantiate the need for more effective teaching of
statistical typewriting. Certain general deficiencies were
noted in trainees who entered such courses having had previous
training in typewriting in various high schools throughout the
United States. A comparison of reports by individuals who wero
in charge of such programs reveals that criticism centers on
typewriting skills and techniques directly related to the
statistical phase of typewriting.
Strong,^ in a discussion of the findings of the War
^Bargen, Bernhard. Tabulation Technique
,
Gregg Publishing
Co., New York, 1934, Preface
.
^Strong, Earl P. "What Government Stenographers Need.
Business Education World, Vol. 22, p. 869, June, 1942.
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Production Board’s Orientation Center in Washington, which
maintained in-service training programs for new employees,
enumerates the follov;ing deficiencies in trainees:
1. Inability to cope with practical typing
problems. Recommendation: fewer straight
copy tests and timed writings, more actual
tabulation and rough-draft problems encoun-
tered in Government offices.
2. Inability to tiirn out acceptable work (from
the standpoint of appearance) the first time.
3. Trainees need practice in alignment, centering
and tabulation.
4. Faulty arrangement of typed work. Trainees do
not know how to prepare outlines, reports, etc.
It is significant that every deficiency mentioned in this
particular report deals with some aspect of statistical type
writing.
Reporting on his observation of more than one thousand
"advanced" WAVE typewriting students at the U. S. Naval
Training School, Indiana University, Rahe^ states:
Pupils are inefficient in typing numbers and
special symbols j they rarely operate the top row
and right edge of the keyboard by touch; they
frequently use the wrong fingers for these keys.
Insofar as the typewriting instructors at the Naval
Training School have been able to observe, this
statement describes a general deficiency. . .
.
Students with previous training lack a sense of
balance and the ability to make a good-looking
typed page.
^Rahe, Harves. "Deficiencies in Advanced Typing Students
Business Education World, Vol. 26, p. 25, September, 1945.
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These two reports present a fair sampling of a cross
section of typists in the United States and seem to indicate
that vocational training in typewriting is failing to meet a
need for typists who are skilled in typewriting nTimbers and
in arranging material attractively on a page. Whether or not
the lack of skill in typewriting statistical data, evident in
war-training programs exists in business and industry today,
is a question to be answered in this survey.
II. DEFINITION OF TERMS
Due to the highly specialized nature of this study,
certain pivotal terms must be defined at this point to insure
proper interpretation of the ensuing data.
Statistical typewriting . According to Huffman,^ the scope
of statistical typewriting includes:
... all figures and symbols which appear in or with
running copy and which require little or no planning
for their arrangement, as well as all words, figxires,
and symbols which are to be arranged in orderly
columns and which involve varying degrees of planning
and organization for placement.
This definition of the ’’scope" of statistical typewriting is
I
accepted in this study without reservation. However, in order
to distinguish those t3rpewrlting skills peculiar to statistical
work, a more restricted connotation of statistical typewriting
is necessary.
^Loc. cit.
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statistical typewriting as understood in this thesis will
not include:
1. letters containing figures and symbols.
i





Billing is excluded because of the repetitious, routine nature
I
j
of the job involving special forms which require negligible
skill in placement. Also, the various machine attachments and
modifications, which transform the typewriter into a billing
machine, set billing apart as a separate application of type-
|
writing skill. i
With the above exceptions, all typewritten copy containing
at least one column of figures shall constitute statistical
typev/riting. The column or columns of figiires may be typed on
a printed form or on a blank sheet of paper; may occur on the
same page with straight copy; or may appear parallel to columns
of words.
Tabulation . The tendency among typewriting experts is to
consider the terms "tabulation" and "statistical typewriting"
synonymously. Tabixlation in typev/riting involves the operation
of the tabular mechanism of the typev>rriter, the typewriting of
data in columnar form and the centering and placement of such
data on a page. All these skills are characteristic of statis-
tical typewriting. The typewriting of columns of figures is
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6ordinarily taught imder the heading of tabulation, which
accounts for the synonymous use of the terms in question.
However, due to the fact that the term, "tabulation,”
does not refer necessarily to the typewriting of figures, it
will not be used synonymously with "statistical typewriting"
in this investigation. As used in the course of this study,
tabulation will refer to those skills employed in the placement
and typewriting of data in columnar form without reference to
the nature of the content of the material being typed. Certain
techniques arise in connection with the typewriting of columns
of figures that do not relate to the typewriting of columns of
words. Therefore, such a distinction must be drawn for the
appropriate classification of these special techniques.
Statistical typist . Any typist who devotes at least 75^
of his time to organization, arrangement and typewriting of
reports, tables and other special forms involving columns of
figxires as opposed to correspondence, straight copy and billing
shall be designated as a "statistical typist."
III. OBJECTIVES OP THE STUDY
To determine the need for training in statistical type-
writing . Analysis of the existing demand for statistical type-
writing skill will determine to a large extent the need for thij
training. An effort will be made to discover any tendency for
statistical typewriting to concentrate in certain types of
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businesses and industries, or in particular departments of such
organizations
•
The time devoted to statistical typev/riting by office
workers in such organizations is a pertinent factor. In some
cases, statistical typewriting may be a job classification in
itself with all or a major part of the typist *s time occupied
with this kind of work. In other situations, statistical type-
writing may be a part-time aspect of a stenographic, secre-
tarial or general typewriting job.
How adequately this demand is being met is a vital point
in determining the need for such training. Deficiencies in
typists doing this work will be noted, so that more emphasis
in typewriting courses may be placed on those skills in which
typists are noticeably weak.
Another factor relative to the need for training is
opportunity in the field of statistical typewriting. To
justify increased emphasis on this specialized training, facts
on the availability of positions that may be classified as
statistical typewriting jobs, the chances for advancement in
the field, and the salaries paid for the degree of skill
required are also necessary.
To ascertain the nature of statistical typewriting in the
Boston area . For the effective teaching of statistical type-
writing, a knowledge of what constitutes statistical type-
writing on the job and hov/ it is performed is imperative.
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By means of this siirvey of the status of statistical type-
writing in different concerns, certain common principles which
may be applied to statistical typewriting in any firm may be
derived and embodied in a proposed training program.
A pooling of techniques and skills employed in this work
in a number of concerns will be valuable in promoting diversi-
fied teaching methods and a fusion of the best procedures
selected in each situation. Attention will be given to special
equipment and supplies used in connection with statistical
typewriting, plus related skills end knowledge that contribute
to the successful performance of the job. Business standards
regarding accuracy, speed and appearance of work will also be
noted.
To make recommendations for the Improvement of instruction
in statistical typewriting . On the basis of the findings of
this study, it will be possible to segregate those statistical
skills and knowledges that can be taught in the high school
typewriting coxarse from those that are so specialized that
they must be learned on the job. The degree of emphasis to be
placed on training in statistical typewriting will depend on
the extent of the demand for typists skilled in statistical
typewriting. If the results of this study reveal that a
special course in statistical typewriting on the high school
level is not justified, then the nature and degree of difficulty
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such training may be most efficiently given in the regular
typewriting course.
No attempt will be made to evaluate the present offerings
of schools in statistical typewriting. All recommendations for
the improvement of instruction will be made on the basis of the
results of this survey of the status of statistical typewriting
in concerns of the Boston area.
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REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
The grouping of typewriting skills \mder the heading of
statistical typewriting was not attempted in any study encoun-
tered. Although various job analyses have been made that
include typewriting skills, these studies merely touch upon
some of the elements of statistical t3rpewriting without recog-
nizing the relationship existing among the factors of this
composite skill.
The following five items were selected from the 71 type-
writing duties Included in the Charters and Whitley study^ as









The decile ranks were based on 715 returns sind include
the 871 secretarial duties of the study. The typewriting of
reports has the same decile rank as the typewriting of letters
in this analysis of secretarial duties. The t3rpewrlting of
^Charters, W. W. and Whitley, Isadore B. Analysis of
Secretarial Duties and Traits, Williams 8c Wilkins Compsoiy,
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pay rolls is the only duty of the five that ranks below 10% in
frequency of performance. These results indicate that duties
of a statistical nature occur fairly often in the work of the
secretary.
In an analysis of the duties of typists
,
Wollenhaupt^
submitted a check-list of 195 duties to 100 typists who rated
the given duties on the basis of frequency and significance of
perf ormsince . Findings of this study were noted on the follow-
ing duties, which may be considered as aspects of statistical
typewriting:
1. tabulating data.
2. typing profit and loss statements.
3. typing the balance sheet.
4. typing payroll sheets
Tabulating data, 2 classified as a special typewriting duty
received the following frequency and significance count:
Frequency
Daily 13




Of extreme significance 18
Above average significance 10
Of average significance 14
Of minor significance 3
Of little or no significance
_1
Total 46
%ollenhaupt, Willard A. "An Analysis of the Duties of
Typists." Master*s thesis. University of Iowa, 1934.
^Ibld., p. 18.
1
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After comparing the frequency and significance count for
tabulating data with results obtained on other duties of the
check-list, Wollenhaupt^ concludes:
Tabulating data ranks somewhat below the
average, but with a score STifficiently high to
Indicate that tabulation practice should be given
a fairly prominent place in training typists
.
Under the heading of business forms. ^ ratings 'on the
typing of financial statements and payroll sheets were as
follows:
Profit Balance Payroll
Frequency and Loss Sheet Sheets
Daily 2 6 1
Not more than twice a week 3 1 4
Infrequently 15 15 J7
Total 18 22 12
Significance
Of extreme significance 11 14 7
Above average significance 3 2 3
Of average significance 2 3 -
Of minor significance 1 1 -
Of little or no significance
_1 _2 _2
Total 18 22 12
On the basis of findings on the typewriting of business
forms. Including the three mentioned above, Wollenhaupt^ states:
Training for typing business forms appears to
have been much overemphasized. According to the
scores as Indicated by typists, this topic hardly
justifies the space usually allowed it in typing
texts
,
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In an individual duty analysis^ in the same study, typing
the balance sheet, profit and loss statement and pa3rroll sheets
appeared in a list of 14 duties out of a possible 195 that
showed an "extreme significance" total of at least tv/ice that
of "daily frequency." According to Wollenhaupt ^s findings,
statistical typewriting duties occur rather infrequently in
the work of the typist, but are of great importance when they
do occur.
^Op. clt. p. 64.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE IN GATHERING DATA
In solving the problem of this thesis, two methods were
employed for gathering data:
1. the personal interview.
2. the clipping of employment adver-
,
tisements from the newspaper.
Personal interviews in selected concerns in the Boston area
constituted the major method of determining the status of
statistical typewriting.
I. SELECTION OF CONCERNS
Representative list of organizations . In keeping with one
of the purposes of this study, namely, to discover any tendency
for statistical typewriting to concentrate in certain kinds of
business activity, an effort was made to devise a representa-
tive list of organizations. The following areas of business





The 46 organizations contacted in the coiirse of this study are
classified in Table I.
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electric apparatus and txirbines 1
financial daily 1
glass filters and plastic products 1
























tea merchants 1 6
Public utilities:
gas 1
light and power 1
transportation 1 3
Government agencies:
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The soi^rces of information used to select firms in the
four areas named are:
1. The Division of Statistics
Department of Labor and Industries
Commonwealth of Massach\isetts
2. Classified Telephone Directory
Boston and Vicinity - December 1947
3, Personal knowledge of Boston area
4, State Employment Agency
Names of industries located in the cities of Cambridge and
Boston that employed over 500 workers in 1946 were taken from
a "List of Manufacturing Firms in Massachusetts Employing 100
or More Wage Earners, 1946," compiled by the Division of
Statistics. All industries contacted in this study were
located in these two cities with three exceptions. In two
cases, the Industrial plants were located outside of Boston,
but the main offices were in that city. In the third case,
the industrial plant and offices were located in Lynn, about
ten miles from Boston.
The compilation of a list of business services, distri-
butive occupations and public utilities posed a greater problem
for no specific data similar to the bulletin on Industries was
fo\md. The Classified Telephone Directory and a personal
knowledge of the area guided the selection of these concerns.
Revision of list of organizations . An attempt was made to
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light of information on v/here the greatest number of office
workers were employed in the Boston area. The State Employment
Agency was contacted in an effort to acquire this information.
Although no statistics were available at this agency on office
workers in the Boston area, an interview with the person in
charge of the employment of office workers in Boston and
vicinity proved advantageous in revising the list. Some con-
cerns were eliminated from the list and others added as a
result of the Information gained in this interview.
The name of each organization with address, telephone
number and description of activities was recorded on an indivi-
dual card. The cards were then sorted according to location,
so that time could be saved in traveling from one concern to
another.
;
II. CONSTRUCTION OP THE CHECK-LIST
In order to standardize interview procedure and facilitate
the tabulation of results, a check-list was constructed on the
following bases:
1. reading in the field
2. personal business experience
3. trial interviews
Trial interviews . Two trial interviews were conducted,
one in a firm of certified public accountants and the other in
a large Industrial plant engaged in the manufacture of electric
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equipment. A list of 20 questions was used as a guide in these
interviews. However, these questions were not adhered to
rigidly. The conversation was deliberately allowed to digress,
so that new suggestions could be obtained for buiilding a final
interview check- list. Shorthand notes were taken on every
phase of each conversation. Due to the fact that one interview
represented a business service and the other, an industry, a
wide range of ideas was secured. A copy of the check-list used
in this investigation is given below:
INTERVIEW CHECK-LIST
^
Type of Concern Department
No. General Typists % of Statistical Work




High School Graduate Words per Minute
Business Experience Test
Beginning Salary Rate of Turnover
TRAINING GIVEN BY CONCERN
On-the-job In-service Program
Special Supervisor Training Time
^More space was available for recording information on the
actual check-list, since elite type and narrow margins were
used.
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No. with Elite Type i
No. Long Carriages Length of Long Carriages
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No. Line-a-Times Decimal Tabulators
Size of Paper Used
Palm Tabulator



















% V/ork Done with Carbons Average No. Carbons
Carbon Copies: Regular Onionskin
White Yellow







Red Carbon Strips Red Ribbon - Each Sheet
Red Carbon Subst. Alignment a Problem
Special Symbols Made Leaders Used
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Form in which Work Assigned to Typist
Longhand Draft Unarranged
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Ill . INTERVIEW PROCEDURE
Arranging for the interview . In arranging for an inter-
view, the personnel department of each concern was contacted
in person. The purpose of the study was stated and the check-
list shown to indicate the desired information. The request
was then made for an interview with the supervisor of typists
in the department where the greatest amount of statistical
typewriting was being done. The interview was arranged imme-
diately in most cases, thereby eliminating two visits to the
same concern. An Interview at a future date was arranged in
seven instances.
Out of the 46 concerns contacted, no interview was
obtained in the following five situations for the reasons given:
1. newspaper - "busy, come back in two weeks.”
2. broker - "busy”
3. gas company - blank to be mailed. (Received
too late to be tabulated.
)
4. mercantile agency - blank to be mailed. (Not
received.)
5. insurance - typists scattered, no idea
where statistical typewriting
concentrated. IBM punch-card
machines used on statistics.
Positive and negative interviews . Interviews were classi-
fied as positive or negative on the basis of whether or not any
of the information on the check-list was secured. If statis-
tical typewriting existed to an insignificant degree, so that
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There was no opportunity to use the check-list, then the
interview was designated as "negative" and the results were
recorded on the back of the card for that firm* The check-
list used in this investigation presupposes the existence of
statistical typewriting* Therefore, the findings of these
negative interviews were significant in solving the problem
of this thesis*
Timing of interviews . The time when the interview began
was jotted down at the top of the check-list form. When the
conversation ended, the time was noted once again* Three
interviews were incomplete. The interviev/ time for two of
these was ten minutes and for the third, 15 minutes. One of
the ten-minute interviews was completed by mall. For complete
interviews, the minimum time was 26 minutes; the maximum, 275
minutes* The length of the interview was extended in some
cases as a result of interruptions for purposes of examining
equipment, or for a discussion of related topics that promoted
a well-rounded picture of the organization’s activity.
Table II shows a detailed analysis of the length of the
positive Interviews.
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electric apparatus and turbines 175
glass filters and plastic products 10
greeting card publishers 35
oil refinery 40
razors 35























light and power 50
transportation 80
Total Minutes 1,460
Range in Minutes 10 - 175
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Recording data . To save time, interview data was recordec
in shorthand, so that the conversation could continue without
waiting for information to be written down. Space on the
check-list form was conserved by this method of recording. The
listing of items on the check-list in two coltmins with two
questions on a line facilitated finding the place for the
answer and eliminated omissions. The results were transcribed
as soon as possible after the interview on another check-list
blanlc. A typewritten blank for every positive interview was
filed in a notebook with samples of material collected. Cards
for negative interviews were also filed in this notebook.
Questioning procedure on check-list items . Check-list
items were followed in order throughout the course of every
positive interview. Although in most cases the questions
asked are obvious from an inspection of the check-list items,
certain variations in the application of the check-list and
in the interpretation of check-list items necessitate further
explanation.
Although general typists and statistical typists are the
only classifications mentioned at the top of the list, the
check-list was applied in all situations where statistical
typewriting was found. In cases where statistical typewriting
was being done as a part-time aspect of a secretarial, steno-
graphic, or general typewriting job, this fact was recorded
in the space for general typists with the percentage of time
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spent on statistical work recorded in the space provided for
that purpose.
Where statistical typists and general typists, who did
some statistical work, were encountered in the same department,
the interview was based on the statistical group and indicated
accordingly on the check-list.
The section on employment data pertained to the specific
requirements that the concern would expect an applicant for a
job entailing statistical typewriting to fulfill. If the
person Interviewed preferred not to state the beginning salary,
then a question was asked on the relationship between the
salary for beginning general typists and beginning statistical
typists
.
Under the heading of "training given by concern, " "on-the-
job training" referred to learning while doing, whereas
"in-service program" referred to a special training course
given by the concern. "Training time" was explained as the
time needed for a new employee to become reasonably proficient
on the statistical aspect of the particular job in question.
The "special supervisor" item is one of the few yes or no
items on the check-list. The point of this question was to
discover whether the new employee was given definite guidance
and instruction in performing the statistical work.
The set of questions on equipment applied to that equip-
ment which was available for performing the statistical work
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in the department. For example, one typist may work on
several different machines, depending on the nature of the work
to be done. These questions were very objective with an actual
count being taken. All sizes of paper used on statistical work
were noted also. "Decimal tabulators" and "palm tabulator"
are variations of the tabular mechanism. Decimal tabulators
I are a set of five or ten keys above the figure row for the
!|
purpose of tabulating to the tens, hundreds, thousands, etc.,
places in a number. The palm tabulator refers to a lever at
the lower right-hand side of the machine, operated by pressure
of the palm of the hand. This lever is usually found on
typewriters used for billing purposes.
In the next section on nature and techniques, the items,
"tables, ""lists, " and ’’charts" were considered rather vague
designations of the kind of work being done. Therefore, these
items were not checked if a more detailed description of the
I
work could be given.
The item, "new to typists" at the top of page 2 pertains
I
1
to whether or not new employees were familiar with the use of
red carbon paper. "Red carbon strips" in the second line on
page 2 of the check-list refers to the method of inserting red
figures by placing strips of red carbon behind the black carbon
without removing the material from the machine. "Red carbon
subst." refers to the Insertion of red figures by completely
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reinsertion of material into the typewriter* Inserting red
figures on each individual sheet by means of the red part of
the ribbon is the third method indicated*
The item, ^average no. of columns,” in the group of items
dealing with the form in which the work was assigned to the
typist, was changed to "range of number of col\jinns” in the
interview, in order to arrive at some indication of the
variation in the work performed.
During that part of the interview which was devoted to
related skills and knowledges, the person being interviewed
had to be reminded constantly that these questions pertained
to the statistical aspects of the job only. For example, if
shorthand was mentioned as one of the skills employed in the
job, it was necessary to check to make sure that this skill
was used in direct connection with the typewriting of statis-
tical data and not in connection with correspondence* The
percentage of statistical work duplicated also had to be
checked with the percentage of work done with carbon paper
at this point to see that the total of the two was 100^. This
measure usually called for a revision in the two percentages.
IV. ADVANTAGES OF THE INTERVIEW
In fulfilling the purposes of this study, the interview
had the following advantages:
1* It offered an opportimity to define in detail
the information desired, thereby eliminating
misinterpretation of questions.
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2. It made possible the complete and acciirate
recording of data.
3. It allowed for actual observance of the quality
and nature of statistical work being done and
the collection of samples of such v/ork.
4. It promoted a well-rounded understanding of
office set-up and equipment being used in
organizations of a diversified natiare.
In appreciation of the time and consideration given to
this research project by the concerns visited, a summary of
the results of the survey wa s promised in each case.
V. FOLLOW-UP OF EMPLOYIi-IENT ADVERTISEMENTS
To supplement interview information, employment advertise-
ments for statistical typists were clipped from a Boston news-
paper for a period of 15 days, extending from March 21, 1948
through April 4, 1948. The specific purposes of this method
of gathering data were:
1. to note the demand for statistical typists in
the Boston area as reflected in the advertise-
ments .
2. to compare prevailing salaries offered statis-
tical typists with salaries quoted for other
office workers.
Usually, advertisements for statistical typists appeared
in a list of available office positions. In such cases, the
entire advertisement was clipped, so that the comparison
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In Table III, the 41 interviews of this investigation are
designated as positive or negative and are distributed among
the areas of classification used in this thesis.
TABLE III
DISTRIBUTION OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE INTERVIEWS
Area Positive Negative Total
Industries 9 5 14
Business services 11 7 18
Distributive occupations 6 0 6
Public utilities 2 0 2
Government agencies
__0 J. _1
Totals 28 13 41
I . NEGATIVE INTERVIEWS
Of the 41 interviews, 32^^ were negative. Statistical
typewriting was recorded as non-existent in nine of the 13
negative interviews and was found to a minor extent in the
four remaining Interviews. These negative interviews are
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bureau of internal revenue 1
_1
Total 13
In the folloY/ing concerns, all reports and statistical






bureau of internal revenue
_1
Total 6
Statistical data was compiled by means of punch-card
machines in one firm of statisticians, thereby eliminating
statistical typewriting. The other firm of statisticians
listed in Table IV was a small organization with typewriting
consisting primarily of correspondence handled by one secretaire.
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Financial statements were filed in work sheet form in the
bakery, candy factory, and rubber company represented in this
survey. However, consolidated statements were typed once a
month by two secretaries in the rubber company. These reports
were typed becuase they had to be forwarded to member companies.
In the statistical department of a newspaper contacted in
this study, a few^ simple statements at the end of the month,
duplicated by the ditto process, constituted all the statis-
tical typewriting in that department.
The office manager of one of the airlines included in
this investigation stated that no one person spent even three
days in a row on statistical work at any one time in that
organization. A few monthly statements and some lists were
the only statistical typewriting jobs done there.
II. POSITIVE INTERVIEWS
In 28 instances, answers to specific questions on the
check-list items were obtained. These positive interviews are
classified in Table V on the basis of the percentage of statis-
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electric c^paratus office service 7Si 7
glass filters and plastics office 1005^ 1
oil refinery stenographic H 4
razors ediphone II 6
shoe machinery stenographic U 6
so^ general stenographic II 8
acccontants typing H 6
brokers H 2
coomnnication stenographic U 38
engineers engineering U 45
insurance research U 1
railroad statistical II 2
statisticians investment counsel U 10
d^artment store statistical II 3
grocery chain statistical II 1
transportation bureau of finance II
_8 148
Class B
cotton mill general office 5
greeting card publishers all departments 50
bank stenographic 60^ 1
grocery chain stenographic 505^ 4
restaurant chain accounting II 2
light and power transcribing II iO 72
Class C
't
bank research and statistics S0i> 5
seafood cosipany accounting 605^ 6
tea merchants sales statistics 305^1
_4 15
Class D
school book publishers financial and editorial some 5
coButuiication accounting 754 1
insurance statistical 66 z/sf, J, 7
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Class A includes those concerns where typists devoted at
least 7d% of their time to statistical typewriting. Sixteen
concerns are represented in this class with a total of 148
statistical typists included in these 16 interviews. One
hundred forty-one of these typists spent 100^ of their time on
statistical work, with the remaining seven typists working
of the time on such material. Industries, business service
distributive occupations and public utilities are all repre-
sented in Class A.
Grouped under Class B are six concerns where statistical
typev/riting was a part-time aspect of general typewriting work.
The percentage of statistical work done by the 72 general
typists incltided in Class B ranges from 1% to 60^. In four of
the six concerns, the general typists worked on statistical
data 50% of the time.
Three concerns, where statistical typewriting was done by
stenographers, are listed under Class C. Eleven of the 15
stenographers Included in this group spent one -half of their
time on statistical work.
Seven secretaries who did statistical typewriting were
found in three firms included in group D. The percentage of
statistical work was high in two cases. One secretary devoted
75^ of her time to statistical work, and another, 66 2/5% of
her time.
The findings of this survey cover a total of 242 office
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workers. In 10 cases, these office workers were located in
central departments known as stenographic, typing, ediphone,
transcribing, or office service departments. In Class A, 51^
of the statistical typists were found in these central depart-
ments.
Statistical typewriting was located in special research
and statistics departments of seven concerns. Fovir of these
statistical departments appear in Class with 5% of the 148
statistical typists in these four departments.
Accounting departments ranked third with four interviews
on statistical typewriting in this kind of department. The











High school graduate . The following results were secured
in answer to whether or not applicants for the positions repre
sented in this survey had to be high school graduates:
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In cases where graduation from high school was not
reqviired, applicants must have attained the degree of skill
needed for the job, either through experience or as a result
of business school training. Three of the five instances
setting no requirement regarding graduation from hi^ school
are in the statistical group. Class A. The other two cases
are in the general typewriting group. Class B. All applicants
for the stenographic and secretarial positions encountered in
this investigation had to be high school graduates.
Words per minute . Only three concerns stated any definite
requirements in regard to the typewriting speed of applicants.
Answers to the question on words per minute reqviired are as
follows:
Words per Minute Concerns
No requirement 19
Minimtun of 35 wpm 1
Minimum of 50 wpm 1
Minimum of 75 wpm 1
No answer 6
The three concerns that stated definite speed requirements
are Class A firms, so that these speed requirements apply to
applicants for statistical typewriting jobs. In two Class A
concerns, the comment was made that no speed requirement could
be set for statistical work.
Business e^qjerlence . A requirement of two years business
experience had to be met by applicants for statistical type-
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writing jobs in two Class A concerns. Another Class A firm
reqiiired business experience, but stated no definite length of
time for such experience. A minimum of two years of business
experience was required in one Class D concern for secretarial
applicants, who were responsible for the typewriting of statis-
tical data in that particular business. The total results on





No experience preferred 1
No answer 3
28
The supervisor of statistical typewriting in the statis-
tical department of a grocery chain expressed a preference for
applicants without previous experience on this work because
I
such people could be more easily trained in special techniques
!
j
used in that concern.
Tests . Tests given applicants for statistical typewriting
jobs were unconventional in many instances. A list of the
tests given in the various classes of concerns is given below:
j
Class A
1. Copy of appraisals.
2. Copy of financial statement with five or six
carbon copies.
3. One sheet of an auditing report to be set up
accurately from pencil writing with five or
six carbon copies.
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4. Copy of report with four or five carbon copies.
5. Report typed from rough draft with five or six
carbon copies.
6. Report containing 12 columns of figures, some
red, to be typed on 11" x 17" paper with foxar
carbon copies.
7. A clerical test and straight copy test.
8. Straight copy test.
9. Typing, clerical, English and dictation tests.
(Given to all applicants for office work.)
Class B
1. One page of straight copy and one page of tabu-
lation with one carbon copy.
2. Straight copy test.
Class C
1. Dictation of letter and copy of report with one
csLTbon copy.
2. Dictation of letter.
Class D
1. English test.
2. I. Q. test.
Six tests out of nine in Class A pertain directly to
statistical typewriting. Four to six carbon copies are
required in five of these tests. Red figures and a large size
of paper are also included in one of the six tests.
In Class B, both the general typewriting and statistical
typewriting aspects of the job are considered in the first test
listed. The same adjustment is made in the first test in
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Class C. Stenographic efficiency is tested by dictation of a
letter and statistical typewriting skill, by a copy of a
report. No test was given to applicants in 11 concerns and
no answer was recorded for two firms.
Beginning salary . Salaries quoted for beginning statis-











In one concern, offering $35 as a beginning salary for
statistical typists, general typists received $31.25 to start.
The starting salary for both statistical and general typists
in another concern was $40, but the maximum salary for statis-
tical typists was $50 whereas the maximum for general typists
was $45. In two cases, where no definite amount was stated,
statistical typists received a higher beginning salary than
general typists.
Salaries quoted for combination general and statistical
typists in Class B are $28, $35 and $38. In a fourth concern,
typists who devoted 50^ of their time to statistical work
received $7.50 more than beginning general typists.
Salaries stated for stenographic work, combined with some
statistical typewriting, in two Class C concerns are $28 and
$35 respectively. No reply was received on this question in
10 interviews. Five of the 18 replies on this question indicatle
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that statistical typewriting receives higher remuneration than
general typewriting.
Employment advertisements . During the fifteen-day period
from March 21, 1948 through April 4, 1948, 14 advertisements
for statistical typists were found in the newspaper. With one
exception, these advertisements were listed with other available
positions under the name of different Boston employment agen-
cies. Therefore, it was impossible to determine duplications
of the same advertisement, since no company names are given,
of coijrse, in an employment agency advertisement. The follow-
ing data must be qualified by this fact. In the 14 advertise-












Experience was stated as a requirement in two of the ”$40 up”
salary group and in the $35 advertisement.
In each of the 13 advertisements of employment agencies,
those office positions that matched the salary offered statis-
tical typists in the advertisement in question were noted and
classified into these groups:
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The advertisement for a file clerk was obviously repeated
four times, since the same requirements of experience and
special school training were stated in every case. On the
whole, these positions were highly specialized with related
skills required. The one job available in typewriting that
equalled the salary offered the statistical typist in that
particular advertisement required an excellent, experienced
typist at a salary of $40/. From inspection of this data, it
appears that statistical typists rank in the same salary
brackets as highly skilled office workers and receive higher
remuneration for their work than ordinary typists.
The demand for statistical typists, reflected in these
advertisements, is not extensive when compared with the great
number of jobs available for other types of office workers.
Yet, the salaries offered reveal that there is a need for i
office workers trained in this specialized phase of typewriting!
for those jobs that are available.
Rate of turnover . The rate of turnover for the office
workers included in this survey was considered low in all 21
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question was to discover whether or not office workers liked
statistical work well enough to stay on the job steadily* It
was pointed out in many of the interviews that the rate of
turnover had ceased to be a problem since the war.
Chance for advancement . Although there was no specific
check-list item pertaining to the chance for advancement,
specific statements relative to such opportunities were made
in four instances.
In a firm of statisticians, statistical typists were
promoted from their status as junior clerks to that of senior
clerks. Their statistical typewriting duties were then replace
by the compilation of reports, requiring arithmetic ability.
Statistical typists in the stenographic department of an
I
oil refinery were advanced to the job of clerk-figurer, but
not to a stenographic position. As clerk-figur*er in the
accounting department, they were responsible for computing data
in statistical reports.
j
Shorthand skill was a prerequisite for advancement of
statistical typists in the soap company visited. The statis-
tical typist was promoted to a job in the accounting depart-
ment, where statistical typewriting was combined with steno-
graphic work. From this position, the statistical typist had
the opportunity to advance to full secretarial status.
General typists who spent 50^ of their time on statistical
typewriting in the stenographic department of a retail grocery
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chain v/ere advanced to secretarial positions, if they knew
shorthand.
It v/as foimd throiigh questioning on the rate of turnover
that statistical typists had been doing statistical typewriting
steadily for years, in many instances. Advancement depends on
existing opportunities in a concern and the mmiber of skills
and knowledges that an employee has to offer.
IV. TRAINING GIVEN BY CONCERN
On-the-job training . On-the-job training was the form of
training given new office v/orkers in the 26 firms answering
this question. The procedure of gradually increasing the
difficulty of the tasks performed was mentioned in three inter-
views as a method of training new statistical typists. In two
cases, the best general typists in the department were selected
for statistical work and were assigned simple statistical jobs
at first. Another department trained prospective statistical
typists by having general typists copy old reports in their
spare time. In one situation, the new statistical typist was
given straight copy work for a few days to allow time for
adjustment to the long carriage machine. A company manual of
instructions on set-up, punctuation, capitalization and abbre-
viation was also given to the new statistical typist in this
latter case. For the most part, training consisted of learning
by copying with no specific training methods employed.
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In-service programs * No in-service programs or organized
training was given in any of the concerns visited. In 18 firms
statistical work was done under the guidance and direction of
a special supervisor . However, from the resiilts on this
question, it is apparent that business is depending primarily
on the school training of employees.
Training time . Training time stated for statistical
typists in nine Class A organizations varied from a few weeks
9











few weeks for simple reports
3 months
3 to 6 months
6 months
6 months
6 to 8 months
6 months to 5 years




Three definite statements were made relative to training
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No training time was stated by other concerns. The fact
that training time is different for each individual, because
of aptitude, training and experience, was mentioned frequently
in answer to this question. A training period was eliminated
in one manufacturing concern visited as a result of careful
selection of applicants for statistical typewriting jobs. Such
applicants must have had two years of business experience and
must have passed the test given on the typewriting of a report
from rough draft with five or six carbon copies.
A summary of the minimum training time on statistical
work in all classes of concerns is given below:








The average training time in these 15 concerns is approxi-
mately six months. The wide range of time stated is indicative
of the varying degrees of difficulty existing in statistical
work. The long periods of time required for training a new
employee in this skill may also suggest inadequate school
training.
V. EQUIPMENT
Typewriters . In 27 concerns, 352 typewriters v/ere found
available for 192 office workers doing statistical work. These
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Electric typewriters were used on statistical work in 13
concerns* In several cases, supervisors remarked that they
preferred the electric typewriter for the multiple carbon work
and stencil work connected with statistical typewriting. How-
ever, they have been handicapped in the installation of these
machines by prejudice on the part of employees who are unv/illing
to adjust to a type of machine on which they have not been
trained.
Kinds of type . The follov/ing kinds of type were used in
statistical work:







Sixty- two per cent of the typewriters had elite type.
Neatness and conservation of space were reasons given for this
preference for elite type. Thirty-five per cent of the
machines had pica type. Fifteen concerns used typewriters with
pica type and 21 concerns used typewriters with elite type.
Gothic, vari-type and micro constitute the other three per cent.
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These latter three kinds of type were used in connection with
conserving space and preparing reports to be photographed with
different type being used for major and minor headings.
Long carriages . In 27 departments, 189 typewriters or
55^ of the total number of typewriters had carriages longer
than 14 inches. The 20-inch carriage was the favorite length,
followed by the 18-inch and 26-inch. Four typewriters with
32-inch carriages were used by the statistical typists in the
stenographic department of an oil refinery. Other lengths
found were 15-inch, 16-inch and 24-inch.
Line-a-times . Two hiindred line-a-times were found in use
on statistical work in 15 concerns. Rulers were popular for
marking the place on statistical copy where line-a-times were
not used. These line-a-times were of different widths to
allow for the various sizes of paper used.
Decimal tabulators . Only 12^ of the manual typewriters
found in 25 departments were equipped with decimal tabulators.
The 39 machines with five or ten decimal tabulator keys were
f oTind in 17 concerns
.
Size of paper used . Significant results were secured
regarding sizes of paper used on statistical work. Forty-sevenl
different sizes of paper were found in 25 interviews. The
dimensions of the paper used are listed as follows:
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Size of Paper Concerns Size of Paper Concerns
3x5 2 11 X 22 2
5x8
8 1/2
1 11 X 25 1/2 1
5 1/2 X 1 11 X 26 1
7 1/2 X 9 1/2 1 12 X 13 1
8 X 10 1/2 1 12 X 16 1
8 1/4 X 13 1 12 X 17 1/2 1
8 1/2 X 11 22 12 1/2 X 13 1
8 1/2 X 12 1/2 1 13 X 16 1/2 1
8 1/2 X 13 3 13 X 18 1
8 1/2 X 14 5 13 1/2 X 16 1/2 1
8 1/2 X 15 4 13 1/2 X 20 1
8 1/2 X 16 1/4 1 13 1/2 X 30 1
8 1/2 X 24 1 14 X 16 1
8 3/8 X 10 7/8 1 14 X 17 1
9 X 12 1 14 X 18 1
9 X 15 1 15 X 20 1
9 1/2 X 12 1 17 X 22 2
11 X 12 1/2 1 17 X 26 1
11 X 14 3 17 X 28 1
11 X 16
1/2
2 17 X 36 1
11 X 16 1 19 X 24 1





24 X 36 1
It is apparent that a successful statistical typist must
be versatile in working with many different sizes of paper.
Deviations from standard keyboard . In 14 concerns,
changes were made in the standard keyboard. Substitutions were
usually made in place of a period, a comma, @, J and ^ on
the standard keyboard. The symbols substituted are given
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3S X XX S 3x5
I 5^\X gS X XX X
2\X 8
6x3
J r-iS X XX X X S:\l-3
I X sx X 2\X 0 X 2\X V
I ax X 2X I 2\X OX X 8
I 5i\X VX X 2X I £X X Ai s
I SX X S\X SX 22 XX X S\X S
I 2\x ax X 51 X 2\X 2X X 2\X 8
X 6X X 5X . 5 CX X 2\X 8
I 2\X DX’ x 2\X 5X a ^^X X 2\X 8
I C2 X S\X 5X ex X g\X 8
X 06 X £\X 5X X AJ; dx X S\X 8
I ax X J^X X X 2\X 8
X VI X J^X X 8\V OX X 8\5 6
X GX X ^X X 2X X e
I OS X ax 'X dl X Q
0
>»* S2 X VX X SX X S\I G
X as X VX X S\1 2X X XX
X 8S X VX £ M X XX
X 55 X VX 2
£\X
ax X XX
X ^^2 X ox X ax X XX
I X 22 0 VX X XX
X 56 X 1^2 X ax X XX
X 02 X XI
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The fractions on the standard keyboard were removed in
six cases. All fractions were made in these instances because
it was found that the fractions on the keyboard were indistinct
on carbon copies. Also, if a great many different fractions
occurred in the statistical copy, all fractions were made for
consistency. In some cases where there were no changes on the
keyboard, fractions were not used for the reasons cited above.
Palm tabulators . Only two typewriters were found with
palm tabulators. Both of these typewriters were located in
the statistical department of the railroad visited.
VI. STATISTICAL WORK - NATURE AND TECHNIQUES
The statistical work encountered in this study was
extremely diversified, including numerous reports interpreting
the varied activity of each individual concern. The balance
sheet was typed in 20 concerns; the profit and loss statement
.
in 21 concerns; and the payroll in nine concerns. The balance
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sheet and profit and loss statement were common classifications
of statistical work found in all kinds of business activity.
In 19 organizations visited, the payroll was prepared by means
of the addressograph, which eliminated payroll work from the
statistical typewriting of those concerns.
Classification of the statistical work found in this
survey under the check-list headings of "lists,” "tables," and
"charts" was abandoned in interviewing. Such classifications
proved vague and Inadequate in describing the statistical work
done. Therefore, specific descriptions were requested in every
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historical data on volume of traffic
indirect labor analyses







percentages based on sales


























An inspection of the descriptions reveals the high degree
of specialization in the tasks performed and Indicates to some
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extent the Importance of statistics in the fxmctions of the
organizations represented. Cost analyses and sales analyses
were the reports referred to most frequently, with the exceptioj^
of the profit and loss statement, balance sheet and payroll.
Percentage of work done with carbons . The graph on
page 52 shows the percentage of statistical work done with
carbon paper; the percentage duplicated; and the number of
organizations in which those percentages were found. The pointjjs
plotted on the graph for percentage of carbon work were based
on the following data:
















Since all statistical work was either duplicated or done
with carbon paper, the points plotted on the graph for dupli-
cated work are the direct complements of the points plotted
for carbon work. Six departments used carbon paper exclusively
in their statistical work. The graph indicates that much of
the statistical work is duplicated, although carbon paper work
still predominates.
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Nmber of carbon copies and paper used* The number of
carbon copies ranged from two to 12 with an average of six
carbon copies for which the following kinds of paper were used:










In 20 concerns, all of the paper used for carbon copies
was white. Two firms used yellow and blue sheets for certain
reports, and a third used yellow sheets for file copies.
Carbon weight . Because of the large number of carbon copin
made in statistical work, an adjustment is necessary in the
carbon weight used, so that every copy will be distinct and all
figiires, legible. Of 20 firms reporting on carbon weight, more
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Destination of carbon copies . The importance of the
appearance and acciiracy of carbon copies of statistical report^















A special file copy was made in only 10 of the 22 depart-
ments Included in the above answers. All other copies were
placed in the hands of officials and others, influential in
the activities of the concern. Therefore, special care was
exercised in the preparation of these copies.
Red figures . Considering the fact that red figures or
the Indication of credit figures is usually omitted in type-
writing texts, it is indeed significant that 26 firms out of
27 employed special means of indicating credit figures. Nine
different methods for such indication were discovered in the
27 replies received on interview questions pertaining to red
figures. These methods with their frequency of occurence are
shown in Table VI.
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METHODS OF INDICATING CREDIT FIGURES
Method Frequency
Red carbon strips 12
Red carbon substituted 8
Red ditto carbon 8
Red ditto ribbon 6
Red ribbon - each sheet 6
Parentheses 5
Minus sign (-) 2
Cr* 1
Superimposure of red figiires in mimeographing 1
No red figures or credit indication 1
No answer 1
Red carbon strips . Placing strips of red carbon paper
behind the black carbon paper was the most popular method used
for Inserting red figures. The advantage claimed for this
method was that red figures could be inserted as they were
encountered in the copy without removing the material from the
machine, thus avoiding the problem of aligning and reinserting
the paper. In the firm of certified public accountants includ^
in this survey, a strip of red carbon was used to insert red
figures on the original copy as well as on the carbon copies.
All-black ribbons were used by the statistical typists in this
concern.
Red carbon substituted. In one case, complete substitu-
tion of red carbon paper for the black carbon paper was
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preferred to the use of red carbon strips in copy where the
red figures appeared at the bottom of the page. The substitu-
tion method was also preferred in situations where the materia]
contained many red figures. For example, the statistical
reports of a grocery chain visited entailed as many red figures
as black figiires. The use of red carbon strips would be highly
impractical in this situation.
In another office, substitution was used when there was
sufficient spacing between the lines and columns of the copy
to minimize the problem of reinserting the material into the
machine with satisfactory alignment. The number of carbon
copies also determined whether or not the strip method or the
substitution method would be used in this particular department
.
Indistinct red figures resulted from the addition of red
carbon strips to many sheets of paper and carbon already in
the machine.
The major objection to the substitution method was the
problem of alignment involved in reinserting many copies into
the machine, so that the figures would register properly on
all copies.
Red ribbon-each sheet . Although insertion of red figvires
on each sheet with the red part of the ribbon was mentioned in
six cases, this method was used exclusively in only two depart-
ments. In the remaining four situations, it was used occasion-
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ally. Greater chance for error and time involved in aligning
each sheet of paper separately were handicaps noted in regard
to this method.
Red ditto carbon and red ditto ribbon . Strips of red diti
carbon were used in eight places to insert red figures on the
master sheet. In cases where the red ditto ribbon was used,
red figures were merely inserted by shifting the ribbon.
Superimposure of red figures in mimeographing . In one
department, red figures were inserted in mimeograph work by
superimposure of the red figures. This method necessitates
the cutting of two stencils, one for the black figures and
another for the red figures. After duplicating copies with
black figures, the ink is changed to red and the sheets run
I
throxigh a second time with the stencil for the red figures.
j
A high degree of skill is required in cutting these stencils,
so that the red figures will register in the proper spaces.
Hand-feeding and changing of ink are also time-consuming.
Recognizing the waste of time in such a procediore, this par-
ticular department was changing to a new system of indicating
all red figures in duplicated work by means of parentheses.
Indication of red figures by means of parentheses . This
method was found in five interviews. In a firm of accountants,
parentheses were used in place of red carbon whenever the
client was satisfied to have the reports done that way. Paren-
theses were used in two departments to indicate red figures on
o
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material to be photographed. As mentioned previously, paren-
theses were replacing the superimposure of red figures on black
figures in the stencil work of one department.
Indication of credit figures by minus sign . The minus
sign was used as an indicator of credit figures in the research
department of an insurance company. A variation of the use of
the minus sign in this connection was found in the statistical
department of a bank where the ribbon was shifted on red and
the figures typed with a minus sign. As a result, the credit
numbers and the minus sign were red on the original copy only.
These numbers were indicated on the carbon copies by the minus
sign.
The abbreviation, ”Cr., ” was found once in use as an
indicator of red figures in statistical reports that were
prepared for duplication by means of an all-black ditto ribbon.
Red carbon - new to typists . In nine interviews, it was
found that red carbon was never encountered in school training.
Sixteen ansv/ers were received to the question regarding the
newness of red carbon to typists doing statistical work.
Seventy-seven office workers were covered in these nine inter-
views. It does not necessarily follow that the workers In the
other 16 interviews had encountered red carbon in school, for
many of them had become acquainted with it through experience
on former jobs.
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Alignment . Five affirmative answers were received in
reply to the question on whether or not alignment was a problem.
Typewriting on ruled forms and the reinsertion of material into
the machine presented the greatest difficulty in alignment.
l?Jhen multiple copies of printed forms were typed, special
attention had to be given to aligning carbon copies, so that
figures would not appear through the lines on those copies.
Inacc\3rate printing of the ruled forms was also a handicap in
alignment.
Typists interviewed in the statistical department of a
railroad solved the alignment problem involved in reinserting
material into the machine by stapling all sheets together at
the top before insertion the first time. In another department,
pinholes were punctured in the two top corners of the copy.
V/hen the material was reinserted into the machine, perfect
registration was attained by shifting the sheets of paper
until the holes coincided. In 21 cases, no particular align-
ment problem was present.
Special symbols made . The following symbols, not on the
keyboard, appeared in the content of statistical reports and
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The plus sign was made with a dash and a diagonal or with
a dash and tv/o apostrophes. One statistical typist followed
the technique of typing the dash only until the entire page
was typed. Then the paper was rolled back and the apostrophes
inserted throughout the copy by means of the variable line
spacer. This technique eliminated constant interruptions in
the copying of statistical data interspersed with plus signs.
The equal sign was made with two dashes by slightly
depressing the shift key or by using the variable line spacer.
The combination of the dash and colon produced a satisfactory
division sign. The semi-colon, replaced by a special symbol
in one office, was made by superimposing the comma on the coloji.
The pound sign for the English pound was improvised by
using the capital L with a dash through it. The capital M
intersected by a dash was used in another department to signify
thousands
.
Footnote indicators . Incidental to the question regarding
special s 3rmbols made in statistical work, it was discovered
that symbols other than figtires were used for indication of
footnotes to avoid confusion with figures in the report.
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In two departments, footnote indicators were typed in red,
From one to four asterisks were used on the same page for foot"
notes in some offices. The plus sign was used in one depart-
ment with words in the copy only.
Leaders . Leaders were rarely found in connection with
statistical typewriting. Nineteen concerns never used them.
They were used occasionally in six departments. In two of
these departments, their use was confined to indexes of reports
In a third concern, they were used once a year on stockholders
reports. Leaders were considered a waste of time in most
cases and were omitted from report set-up as a detraction from
1
the appearance and legibility of the report.
Ruling in statistical work . Ruling in statistical work
was found in all 25 departments responding to this question.
Sometimes this ruling was done by hand. However, the replies
I
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Ruling on the typev/riter » All ruling attempted on the
typev/rlter was horizontal with one exception. This one excep-
tion involved vertical ruling on ditto master sheets by holding
the pencil against the roll while rotating the roll by means
of the variable line spacer. This method of vertical ruling
was found to a limited extent in statistical work because it
proved ineffective in producing distinct, uniform lines on
carbon copies. The only time this procedure was followed in
the department in which it was found was on statistical work
to be duplicated from master sheets.
In seven departments, vertical ruling on the typewriter
was transformed into horizontal ruling by the turning of the
copy sideways in the machine. Underlining headings constitute<|i
the major part of horizontal ruling with a few reports requiring
continuous lines across the page.
Ruling with a ruler . Ruling with a ruler on statistical
reports was found in eight departments. In three of these
eight departments, the ruler was used for vertical and hori-
zontal ruling with the exception of underlining.
Lines were drawn v/lth a ruler on ditto work in two con-
cerns as a time-saving device. In the remaining three depart-
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ments, this procedure was followed occasionally for drawing
vertical lines. Typists in two organizations referred work to
a special chart department for ruling. The use of printed
forms has eliminated extensive ruling in statistical work.
Placement methods . The methods of arranging material on
a page found in this survey may be classified under the two
major headings of exact placement and eye placement . Procedur^
involving estimation and no actual counting of spaces are
classified as eye placement methods. Those methods involving
the counting of spaces and equal distribution of available
spaces among margins and columns are classified as exact
placement methods.
Eye placement . Placement of material by eye was referred
to in 28 instances. In judging placement by eye, typists
employed the following guides:
Guides Concerns
Set of models of previous reports. 12
Trial typing of longest lines on scrap
paper. 2
Measurement of inches in trial typing
of longest lines. 2
Predetermined margins and estimation of
spacing between columns . 1
Marking center of sheet and estimating
from that point. 1
Unqualified. 10
Total 28
Eye placement was favored by the experienced typists.
However, all typists were forced to resort to this method when
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working under pressure. Visualization of the finished product
was aided frequently by samples of reports previously typed.
Exact placement . Exact placement of material on a page
was found in 22 interviews. In two cases, exact placement was
calculated by means of predetermined margins and the exact
distribution of available spaces within those marginal limits.
Special guides for exact placement were found in two department^
One of these guides was a list of frequently used headings with
the starting point on the scale for the exact centering of each
heading. The second guide was a set of models of various
reports with the calculations for exact placement recorded on
each report. In six of the 22 interviews, exact placement' was
used on new reports only because no previous report was avail-
able as a model.
Backspacer in placement . In answer to the question rela-
tive to whether or not the backspacer was used in placement,










In 13 departments, the procedure of backspacing from the
center of the page once for every two spaces in headings was
followed. Backspacing from the right margin and from the
decimal point were also mentioned as ways in which the back-
spacer aided placement.
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IProduction rates . No production standards on statistical
work were found in 22 of the 26 concerns responding to this
question. Emphasis on accuracy rather than speed and the
varied nature of the tasks performed were the reasons given for
the lack of production rates in this work.
Information on production rates was obtained in three
interviews. Statistical typists in the firm of certified
public accountants visited in this survey typed six 11” x 20”
reports a day, if the work was of average difficulty and inter-
ruptions were at a minimum.
In the soap maniifacturing concern visited, cyclometer
readings were correlated with special classifications of statis-
tical work. These classifications are:
Tabulated pencil TPL
Tabulated typed TT




These classifications allow for the fact that the degree of
difficulty of tasks performed depends largely on the form in
which the work is assigned to the typist. The typist recorded
the time and cyclometer reading at the beginning and end of
each task; the classification of the work; and the department
for which it was being done. No production rates were obtained
on these various classifications, since this system was devised
for the sole purpose of allocating the cost of typing services
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to the budgets of the various departments. However, this
procedure was the only attempt found to classify the work of
the statistical typist, a step which must be taken before valid
production rates can be established.
A comparison between cyclometer readings on straight copy
work and on statistical work was obtained in the office service
department of an industrial plant engaged in the manufacture of
electric apparatus and turbines. Again, cyclometers were used
as a means of charging various departments for the work done
in this central department. Cyclometer readings were recorded
in terms of points, one point consisting of four complete
60-space lines. Eighteen points an hour or 144 points a day
was the average production rate of the statistical typists in
this department, who spent lb% of their time on statistical
work and the other on straight copy work. Typists working
on straight copy all day accumulated at least 200 points,
whereas statistical typists working on difficult reports had
75 points at the end of the day. In terms of lines per hour,
typists doing straight copy work completed 100 lines an hour
as opposed to 38 lines an hour for statistical typists who
devoted a full day to difficult reports.
Accuracy vs. speed . Opinions expressed on the relative
importance of speed and accuracy in this work are reflected
in the following tabulation:
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In all but three of the answers received on this check-
list item, acc\u?acy was emphasized above speed. In the account||*
ing department of a restaurant chain, the supervisor ranked
speed first for the reason that errors could be corrected
easily. All statistical work was duplicated by the ditto
process, so that the correction had to be made on the master
sheet only.
In two other departments, speed and accuracy were con-
sidered equally important in order to meet deadlines on report^
and statements. In all cases where accuracy was the standard
set for statistical work, speed on the work was desirable sis
long as it was not attained at the expense of accuracy. Super-j
visors also demanded accuracy first as a training measure.
This policy was based on the idea that speed would be acqiiired
through experience and practice after the employee had learned
to do the work accurately.
Special vocabulary . In 14 interviews, it was found that
special terms presented no problem of adjustment for the new
employee in typewriting statistical data. In the following
12 cases, the statistical typist was confronted with special-
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Railroad:
Railroad terms and abbreviations.
Manufacturers of plastics and glass filters:






Greek symbols and ten pages of standard








Extremely varied vocabulary, depending
on department, ranging from accounting
terms to highly scientific terms in the
fields of chemistry, physics and elec-
tronics.
Public utility (light and power):




Mill terms, such as "pick” 'for one square
inch of cloth.
Seafoods company:
Names of tropical fish.
Insurance:
Code numbers indicating destination of
report.
Erasing . Regarding erasing in statistical work, three
supervisors stated that new employees did not know how to
erase properly. In ten cases, it was found that reports were
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retyped because of poor erasures. The importance of erasing
on carbon copies in this work was stressed in seven instances.
In one department, the last carbon copy was the one used in
proofreading as a check to see that all corrections had been
made through to the final carbon copy. Every department
visited insisted on perfect erasures on statistical reports.
The appearance of statistical statements in a firm of statis-
ticians constituted a form of advertisem.ent
,
since those state-
ments were distributed to the clientele of the firm. Neatness
in this case was an inviolable rule.
Proofreading . The following techniques of proofreading
statistical material were encountered the number of times





by special operator 6 9
Special proofreaders other
than statistical typists. 7




typist proofread copy. 2
Proofreading involved reading aloud from the original
material in 14 instances. In the engineering department
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visited, statistical typists read to the checker at two hour
intervals. The supervisor of this department selected typists
to proofread on the basis of their reading ability and remarkec
on how many of the girls could not read accurately.
Form of work assigned to typist . Statistical reports were
typed and set up from longhand draft in 25 departments out of
26. Statistical typists in one department received all reports
to be typed in a partially typed and partially handwritten forn
•
In 24 departm.ents, the longhand was filled in on special work
sheet forms.
As shown by the following results, the work was arranged













However, in ten departments, the typist had to cope with
at least 50^^ of the work assigned to here in an unarranged
form.
To further describe the work done, the range of the
n\jmber of colimns was requested. For the 26 answers received,
the munber of columns ranged from one to 35. The least number
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The most popular minimum number of columns was two; the
most frequently mentioned maximum number of columns was 20.
It must be remembered, hov;ever, that columns differ in width
and number of digits, so that just as much work may be involved
in typewriting 13 columns as in typewriting 35 colimins.
VII. RELATED SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES
Statistical reports were duplicated in 21 departments.
The percentage of statistical work duplicated in each concern
is listed below and also indicated on the graph on page 52;
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The duplicating processes used in these 21 departments









Ditto * The liquid duplicating process with master sheets
and ditto carbon was the most widely used method. Various
sizes of master sheets were used for different reports. Some
master sheets were ordered with special company forms already
ruled on them, so that the typists merely had to fill in the
printed form on the master sheet.
Several techniques were discovered for correcting errors
on master sheets. Lines were deleted with scotch tape in one
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were pasted over errors to make corrections on the master sheelj
Scratching carbon off the master sheet with a razor blade or
penknife, followed by the use of a soft eraser and carbon insei||t
was favored over the use of the wax pencil for corrections.
The gelatin process with the special ditto ribbon and
ordinary paper was used for duplicating statistical reports
where approximately 10 or 15 copies were needed. Errors were
erased with an ordinary white eraser. The typists had to be
adept at changing ribbons from the typewriter ribbon to the
ditto ribbon and back again.
With one exception, typists were responsible for preparing
the copy only in all' cases where either ditto process was used.
In one situation, the statistical typists were responsible for
duplicating the work as well as for preparing the master sheet.
Mmeograph . Stencils ranging in size from 8j^" x 11” to
15” X 22” were used in mimeographing statistical work. In two
departments, stencils were prepared with special company forms
on them to be filled in by the typist. In one department, the
typewriting of a stencil to be run off on printed forms was
guided by a printed form placed under the stencil as a cushion
sheet. In another department, the special form was drawn on
the cushion sheet to guide the duplication of work on printed
forms. Typists used the stylus for ruling lines in seven
Instances. However, in only one case were statistical typists
responsible for the actual duplication work.
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Photo processes . Twelve departments employed photographic
processes such as photostat, photo offset and Ozalid in repro-
ducing statistical reports. Sometimes the original typewrittei,
copy of the material, requiring no special preparation, was
photographed. In some departments, however, a black carbon
paper ribbon was used to prepare the copy to be photographed,
or else the copy was typewritten with a backing of black
carbon paper. In one department, orange carbon paper was used
as backing for reports to be reproduced by the Ozalid process.
The photo offset process was used primarily for reducing the
size of reports.
Multigraph . The multigraph process was found in five
departments. The typists used a special ribbon to typewrite
the copy on a "mat” for duplication by this process. Typists’
duties extended no further than preparation of the material
for duplication by means of the photographic and multigraph
processes
.
Arithmetic . The findings of this study relative to
whether or not the statistical t3rpist has to be good in arith-
metic for success on the job are as follows:
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that statistical typists did not need arithmetic to perform
their work well, since all calculations were completed before
being assigned to the typist. The typists* duty, as defined
by these supervisors, was to copy the figures accurately and
to arrange the material attractively on the page.
Arithmetic was considered an asset to the statistical
typist in seven departments for purposes of determining
illegible figiires and checking errors in the copy. In the
remaining 25% of the interviews, arithmetic was considered
Important in the work of the statistical typist. All the
secretaries included in this study were responsible for
compiling reports as well as for typewriting them. The super-
visor of statistical typists in the firm of statisticians
represented in this survey stated that typists in that business
had to be good at arithmetic and like it. Multiplication,
division and the figuring of percentages were arithmetic
functions employed in the compilation of data in that depart-
ment .
In the remaining three departments, where arithmetic was
considered a necessary part of the statistical typists’ working
knowledge, its use was limited to filling in totals and other
minor computations involving arithmetic fundamentals.
Accounting . Accounting was considered to be of no signi-
ficance in connection with statistical typewriting in 20 inter-
views. A summary of replies received is as follows:
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Secretaries in two concerns stated that a knowledge of
accounting was necessary in order to discharge their responsi-
bilities in compiling and setting up reports. It was found
that the supervisor of general typists in the office of a
cotton mill preferred the typists to have a knowledge of
accounting, so that they could understand the statements being
typewritten and check their work intelligently. In three
departments, a knowledge of accounting was considered helpful
for checking work and consolidating reports.
Shorthsind . Shorthand skill was an important related skill
in typewriting statistical reports in only one situation, where
a secretary had to take directions for reports in shorthand anc
record statistical data over the telephone. In two departments
statistical typists used shorthand for taking notes on reports
to be typed. However, in 23 interviews, shorthand was not
employed in statistical typewriting. The findings on this
question are listed below:
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Office machines . Calculators, comptometers and ten-key
listers were used in six departments by statistical typists to
total columns and to check the accuracy of their typewriting.
In three of these six departments, supervisors mentioned the
fact that they had to train the typists to operate these
machines
.
VIII. DEFICIENCIES IN NEW EMPLOYEES
Poor arrangement and set-up of statistical data was the
major deficiency characteristic of new employees. This defi-
ciency was pointed out by supervisors in nine departments. The
criticisms were made that statistical typists were lost in
planning the arrangement of work, did not know how to space
and center material properly, had no sense of proportion, and
could not visualize how a report should look after seeing it
in rough draft form.
In five instances, unfamiliarity with the figure row of
keys on the typev/riter was mentioned as a deficiency. One
supervisor stated that 90^ of the girls that entered his
department to do statistical typewriting were not familiar with
the number keys.
The following is a tabulation of the deficiencies given
in regard to the skills employed in the typewriting of statis-
tical material:
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Poor arrangement and set-up of material.
Unfamiliarity with figure row of keys.
Poor erasures.
Poor alignment.








Omission of items in copying.












Poor alignment was noted particularly in typewriting on
ruled forms. The problem of lightness of touch on carbon work
was eliminated where electric typewriters were used.
Lack of training in statistical work was also referred to
by supervisors. One supervisor stated that new statistical
typists were actually afraid of statistical work as a result
of no training or experience in this phase of typewriting.
Another supervisor had observed that typists had not encountereHd
statistical work prior to employment, were not prepared to do
it adequately, and consequently disliked it. In another con-
cern, it was foxind that good correspondence typists did not
necessarily make good statistical typists.
Other deficiencies mentioned related to general knowledge
and personality traits of the employee. Lack of attention to
work and carelessness in following directions were criticisms
indicated in foiir interviews. Atrocious spelling, poor
mastery of fundamental business English, and improper use of
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were also cited as deficiencies.
In four departments, supervisors had no criticisms of new
statistical typists because the typists employed for this work
were either promoted from a general typist group for outstand-
ing work or were carefully selected through testing and expe-
rience requirements. No answers were obtained on this questior
in five interviews.
IX. IMPROVEMENT OF TRAINING OF STATISTICAL TYPISTS
Suggestions for the improvement of training in statistical
typewriting centered primarily around the correction of defi-
ciencies discussed above. In six interviews, it was specifi-
cally stated that more emphasis should be placed on statistical
typewriting in the high school course. One secretary remarked
that in her job-hunting experience, employers seemed to want
statistical typists; yet, to her knowledge, no special training
was ever given for statistical typists similar to the special-
ized training provided for medical secretaries, for example.
Other responses to this question suggest greater emphasis
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Use of red carbon 1
Cleaning typewriter 1
Conserving space 1
Evenness of touch 1
Reinsertion of copy 1
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Five specific recommendations for training statistical
typists were given:
1.
Give students accounting work to type.
2 ', Have students set up work and typewrite from
cold pencil copy.
3. Help students to develop an artistic sense of
how to arrange statistical data,
4. Give students samples of well-arranged v;ork to
follow.
5. Train students on work with which they will
come in contact.
The following recommendations were made for training
typists in related knowledge, traits and work habits necessary
for success on the job:
1. Teach them to follow instructions,
2. Train them to think through the copy to catch
errors
.
3. Train them to use office machines such as the
calculator,
4. Train typists to be observant.
5. Build up their confidence in their own abilities.
6. Improve their grammar.
7. Teach them to organize their work,
8. Guide them away from doing things mechanically.
9. Teach them to ask intelligent questions.
10.
Train them in assembling needed data for per-
forming a specific task.
One supervisor was completely satisfied with the training
being given in schools.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMIffiNDATIONS
I. SUMMARY
The problem of this study was to determine the status of
statistical typewriting in selected businesses and industries
of the Boston area. This study was prompted by the increasing
importance of statistical typewriting in business and the
feeling among business educators that this phase of typewriting
has been neglected. Reference was made to the results of
training programs for typists during World War II, which reveal
that the typists entering those programs were deficient in
statistical skill.
In solving the problem of this investigation, these
specific objectives were established:
1. To determine the need for training in statistical
typewriting.
2. To ascertain the nature of statistical typewriting
in the Boston area.
3. To make recommendations for the improvement of
instruction in statistical typewriting.
The grouping of typewriting skills under the heading of
statistical typewriting was not encountered in a review of
previous research. However, the findings of two job analyses
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The personal interview was the major method employed in^
this thesis for gathering data. This procedure involved the
follov/ing steps:
1. Devisation of a list of representative organi-
zations to be visited.
2. Construction of a check-list,
a. Trial interviews.
3. Arranging for interviews in departments where
statistical typewriting was concentrated.
4. Conducting interviews by questioning on check-
list items and recording data on check-list
blanks
.
5. Tabulation and interpretation of findings.
To supplement information on the demand for statistical
typists and the salaries offered for such work, employment
advertisements were clipped from a Boston newspaper over a
period of 15 successive days.
II. CONCLUSIONS
Statistical typewriting exists in all phases of business
activity: industry, the business services, distributive occu-
pations and public utilities. No significant concentration of
statistical typewriting was noted in any one area, due to the
limited number of organizations included in this investigation.
Statistical typewriting does not exist to any appreciable
degree in branch offices, small offices, concerns where punch-
card machines are used, and where company policy does not allow
for special preparation of statistical data.
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Statistical typewriting constitutes a job classification
in itself with typists devoting 100^ of their time to such work*
Statistical typewriting duties command a major percentage
of the time of some general typists, stenographers and secre-
taries .
Statistical typewriting is found primarily in central
stenographic, statistical and accounting departments.
Applicants for jobs entailing statistical work must be
high school graduates or have equivalent training.
Ordinarily, no typewriting speed requirements have to be
met by applicants for statistical work.
Business experience is preferred, but not required.
Applicants for straight statistical typewriting jobs are
tested in approximately one out of two instances. A copy of
a company report or table to be typed with multiple carbon
copies is the usual test given.
Applicants for general typewriting and stenographic jobs
involving much statistical work may be tested on the type-
writing of a report plus dictation or a straight copy test.
Statistical typists rank in the same salary brackets as
highly skilled office workers and receive higher remuneration
for their work than general typists.
The demand for statistical typists is not extensive when
compared with the large number of jobs available for other
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trained in statistical work for those jobs that are available.
Chance for advancement for statistical typists, as in
other jobs, depends on existing opportunities in a concern and|'
the number of skills and knowledges that an employee has to
to offer. The statistical typist may advance to clerk-figurer
in some concerns or to secretarial status in other concerns
ii
with a knowledge of shorthand. I
No specific training is given to statistical typists in
business. The statistical typist usually works under a special
i
supervisor and learns by copying. Business is depending on
!
the school training of employees.
Training time for statistical typists varies widely,
being influenced by such factors as aptitude, training and
|
|i
experience of each individual and the difficulty of the
statistical work. The average minimum training time, as shown
in the results of this study, is six months. Long periods of
time stated for training new employees suggest inadequate
school training. I
The manual typewriter with elite type and a 20-inch
carriage is most frequently used on statistical work.
The electric typewriter proves particularly adaptable in
statistical work, but its use is restricted in some cases
because employees are unwilling to adjust to a type of machine
i
' !i
on which they have not been trained.
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statistical copy.
Decimal tabulators are used to a minor extent in statis
tical work.
Althoxigh 8-I*’ X 11" is the most popular size of paper for
statistical reports and tables, the 47 sizes of paper foimd in
this investigation indicate that the statistical typist must
be versatile in working with many sizes of paper.
Substitutions are made on the standard keyboard in one out
of two cases. The plus sign is the most common deviation from
the standard keyboard, folloY/ed by the equal sign.
For greater consistency and distinctness on carbon copies,
the use of the fractions on the keyboard is frequently abandone
in statistical work. Fractions are made by combining the
figures and the diagonal on the keyboard.
Palm tabulators are rarely used in statistical work.
The nature of statistical work is extremely diversified,
since it involves the typewriting of reports that interpret
the varied activities of each individual organization. Balance
sheets, profit and loss statements, payrolls, cost analyses sind
sales analyses are the types of reports most likely to be
encountered by the statistical typist.
About 60^ of the statistical work included in this inves-
tigation is typed with multiple carbon copies. Six is the
average number of carbon copies made on white onionskin,
regular, or lightweight bond with a carbon paper lighter
1
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Iin weight than the carbon paper used for correspondence.
Special care must be exercised in the preparation of carbon
copies of statistical reports because they are forwarded to
I
Influential executives, officials and clientele.
The insertion of red figures is a necessary skill in
statistical typewriting and one that is overlooked in type-
writing texts and typewriting coiirses. Out of the six methods
discovered for Inserting red figures in reports, the use of
red carbon strips is the method used most often.
In general, alignment creates no problem in statistical
work. However, typewriting on ruled forms and reinsertion cf
material into the machine cause some difficulty in this respect
In a few cases, the statistical typist must improvise
certain symbols that do not appear on the standard keyboard.
The plus and equal signs are the common ones that have to be
made.
Footnotes in statistical work are indicated by symbols
other than figures to eliminate confusion with the figures in
reports. The most widely used footnote indicators are the
asterisk, the small letter o with an Intersecting diagonal,
the number sign, #, and small letters of the alphabet.
Leaders are rarely used in statistical reports. They are
considered a waste of time and a detraction from the appearance
and legibility of the report.
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use of printed forms. Most of the ruling is horizontal and
done on the typewriter with the underscore. Vertical ruling is
done by hand or by turning the copy sideways in the machine.
Eye placement methods are favored over exact placement
methods by experienced typists. All typists resort to eye
placement when working under pressure. Samples of reports
previously typed are frequently used as guides in the arrange-
ment of statistical data by eye.
Exact placement is used when a new report is being set up
for the first time and when precision in arrangement is required
However, results of this study reveal a preference for eye
placement
.
The backspacer is used primarily for centering headings
in the placement of material.
Production rates on statistical work are almost non-
existent due to the emphasis on accuracy rather than speed and
the diversified nature of the work that does not lend itself
to measurement. A comparison of cyclometer readings secured
in one concern shows that the typist's production rate on statis-
tical work is one-third of the straight copy rate. It is
unreasonable to expect these rates to be the same, since
straight copy work does not Involve the extra planning called
for in statistical typewriting. However, before valid produc-
tion rates can be established, an effort must be made to
classify the work according to degree of difficulty. Class!-
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fication of statistical tj^pewriting tasks according to the foriri
in which the material was presented to the typist was found in
j
one case and is a step in the right direction.
i
I
Accuracy is the first standard that must be met in statis-
tical typewriting. Speed is desirable as long as it is not I
attained at the expense of accuracy.
Specialized vocabulary does not present a problem for
the statistical typist, except in a few cases where the work
involves highly technical, scientific terms.
Neat erasures on statistical reports and all carbon copies
is an absolute requirement. The retyping of reports in many
instances because of poor erasures indicates that typists are
not so skilled in the art of erasing as they should be.
Statistical tables and reports are invariably proofread
after being typed. Special provisions for the proofreading of
statistical copy aloud by two individuals are made in most
departments. Checking the accuracy of the typewriting on
I
calculators or comptometers is a popular proofreading techniqTie^
.1
Statistical material is usually presented to the typist
in longhand, arranged in columnar form. Many times, the data
|
is filled in on special work sheet forms.
|
The statistical typist may be confronted with reports
containing as many as 35 columns, although 20 columns is the
most common maximum number.
The various duplication processes are important in statls-
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tical work. About 40^ of the statistical material of this
j
study was duplicated. The statistical typist must know how
to prepare master sheets, stencils, and copies for the photo
processes. Adeptness at changing ribbons is also required in
some instances where ditto ribbons and black carbon paper
;
ribbons are \ised in addition to the typewriter ribbon.
Accounting and shorthand are rarely needed for success
in statistical typewriting jobs. Arithmetic and a working
knowledge of calculators, comptometers, and 10-key listers
are helpful but not essential.
Business wants more emphasis on the arrangement and set-up
of statistical material, the typev/riting of figures, accuracy,




The fact that there is a need for tsrpists who are trained
in statistical work and that business is depending on the
!
school training of typists suggests that statistical type-
i
writing should hold a more prominent place in the high school
typewriting course.
i
Since the demand is limited, a separate course does not
seem Justifiable on the high school level. However, statistical
typewriting has possibilities for the good typists who are
poor in shorthand and transcription. Special instruction in
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opportunity for them to use their typewriting skill and earn
a salary comparahle to the salaries paid to other highly
skilled office workers.
The logical place for statistical t3rpewriting in high
school is on the advanced level of typewriting where attention
is given to special applications of typewriting skill.
Although business emphasizes accuracy in statistical work,
standards of perfection should not be imposed on the learner,
so that he plods along tediously, destroys his typewriting
speed and builds up a dislike for the work. Accuracy and
speed come with practice, and as research shows, tend to go
together. Special drills on the typewriting of figures will
improve accuracy and speed in the typewriting of statistical
data.
Students should be taught eye placement and exact place-
ment methods of arranging data. Well-arranged reports,
preferably samples of reports of local concerns, may be
provided as models and guides. Whenever possible, students
should typewrite from pencil draft.
If a few long-carriage machines, electric typewriters,
and line-a-tlmes can be secured, rotation of students will
familiarize them with this equipment.
Proofreading of statistical material should be practiced
aloud by students working in pairs. The use of the calculator
or comptometer should be encouraged for checking the accuracy
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other techniques to he included in a unit on statistical
typewriting are:
1. erasing
2. preparation of multiple carbon copies
3. insertion of red figures
4. preparation of reports for duplication
5. use of different sizes of paper
6. reinsertion and alignment of paper
7. typing on ruled forms
8. footnotes in reports
9. horizontal and vertical ruling
10* improvisation of special symbols
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1. A & P Food Stores
2. American Airlines, Inc,
3. Boston Edison Co.
4. Boston Herald Traveler Corp.
5. Boston and Maine Railroad
6. BiJreau of Internal Revenue
7. Biisiness & Financial Statistics Co.
8. Cambridge Rubber Co.
9. Colonial Beacon Oil Co.
10. Estabrook & Co.
11. Federal Reserve Bank
12. Filene’s
13. First National Bank of Boston
14. General Electric Co.
15. General Seafoods Division of General
Foods Corp.
16. Gillette Safety Razor Co.
17. Ginn & Co.
18. Kidder Peabody & Co.
19. Lever Bros.
20 . Liberty Mutual
21. Mass. Bonding & Insurance Co.
22. Maverick Mills
23. Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Beane
24. Metropolitan Transit Authority
25. New England Confectionery Co.
26. New England Telephone & Telegraph Co.
27. Northeast Airlines, Inc.
28. Pierce, S. S., Co.
29. Polaroid Corp.
30. Recording & Statistical Corp.
31. Rittenhouse, Chas . F, & Co.
32. Salada Tea Co.
33. Stone & Webster, Inc.
34. United Business Service Co.
35. United Printers & Publishers, Inc.
36. United Shoe Machinery Corp.
37. Waldorf System, Inc,
38. Wall Street Journal
39. Ward Baking Co.
40. Western Union Telegraph Co.
41. Whiting, Weeks & Stubbs
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